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Series Editors’ Preface

At the core of our preoccupations, as Series Editors of Cambridge Studies in European Law and Policy, is the role that law has played, is playing and will play in the context of the process of economic integration that has underpinned the European Union since its inception (in the form of the European Communities) in the 1950s. Historically, engineering instruments of economic integration in order to foster growth (and to indirectly promote additional political elements of integration) has been at the heart of the success of the European integration project. Without that sense of the cake getting bigger across the board as a result of removing the barriers to internal trade, whilst promoting trade with the rest of the world as an increasingly significant global player, the European Union has struggled to maintain the consent of citizens for its incursions into the field of national regulatory and economic sovereignty.

In this book, Dariusz Adamski makes a reappraisal of where we are now and where we should be going, writing in a manner that explicitly attempts to bridge the gap that sometimes exists between what academics write and what policy makers and other stakeholders in the policy making process such as ‘think-tankers’ will read. His writing is informed by a thorough understanding of both the law and economics of the challenges that stand before us: relating to the single currency and the single market, and relating to redistribution in the context of ‘crisis’. The starting point is re-narrating the crisis of the Eurozone and attempts to fix it, but the book goes beyond this, highlighting that fixing problems of the Eurozone will not alone relieve Europe’s ongoing economic (and, of course, social) problems. The author points out the tendency of policy makers to proceed by stealth rather than...
SERIES EDITORS’ PREFACE

transparently, and emphasises that this does not make sense in the long term, when there needs to be a thorough rethinking of the values and interests that underpin the economic and regulatory choices we make as societies, whilst ensuring that citizens more generally have a say in how these choices are made.

As the reality of the UK’s departure from the European Union comes ever closer, the opportunity for the EU27 to rethink in constructive ways their ‘living and growing together’ becomes clearer. Whether policy makers will decide to grasp the hard choices and make European economic integration work for the long term is not assured, but they could do worse than start by reading this lucid and strongly argued book.

Jo Shaw
Laurence Gormley
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